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Translated from the original Catspeak,Â Confucius Cat Says...Â isÂ aÂ hilarious and profound

collection of the advice and observations of theÂ wise and wonderful feline philosopher.Â * * *Still

with the Special Holiday Edition Bonus Chapter featuring Confucius Cat&apos;s version of the

twelve days of Christmas***Praise forÂ Confucius Cat Says..."A purrrrfect book for anyone who

loves to laugh."- Ravenous Readers"Hilariously funny and wise. A must-read book..."-Wanda

Wienen KruseBook ReviewerOverviewConfucius Cat knows all and has generously agreed to

impartÂ his wisdom to the world in this compendium of his best advice andÂ observations.Â And

you can also get Confucius Cat&apos;s Christmas atÂ a.co/h2bgfXnÂ All new 12 days song

included.Â More Praise"Fun, quirky cute book for cat lovers everywhere."Busy Happy MomBook

ReviewerÂ "If you&apos;re a cat lover, buy this book."-AspinwaldBook ReviewerBooks by

Confucius Cat&apos;s human servant, P.R. MasonYoung AdultÂ Paranormal/Urban

Fantasy:***Fated HeartsÂ (a paranormal romance novella) byÂ P.R.Â Mason -- WillÂ his love mean

her end?Â ***The Banshee and the LinebackerÂ (a paranormal romanceÂ novella)Â by P.R. Mason

-- Two brothers, both on course for tragedy. AÂ girlÂ tormented by visions of their deaths. Changing

their fate could meanÂ sacrificingÂ her heart.***Â EntanglementsÂ (an urban fantasy/

paranormalÂ romance) by P.R. Mason AccidentallyÂ opening a vortex sucks!Steamy Romance:***

In Deep ShitakeÂ (A Hot and Humorous RomanticÂ Suspense) by Patricia Mason. Mistaken Identity

embroils a sexy PI and aÂ handsome movie star in trouble.
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I have a cat so this book just reminded me that the cat has me. It was fun reading the philosophy of

a cat because it was so true. If you like cats then read this to get a chuckle. If you don't like cats

then read so you will have more reasons to dislike cats or maybe you will change your mind and

decide that cats aren't so bad after all. P.S.: my cat is watching me as I write this.

I purchased this on a whim, looking for a few chuckles in a waiting room. I did not really laugh. I did

smile a bit. The content didn't even fill the entire fifteen minutes.Most of the content is made up of

today's well known "one liners", given an obvious cat perspective (e.g. ...think out of the litter box...)

then written in exaggeratedly poor grammar. The author "borrowed" more from the Charlie Chan

movies of the 1930s than from Confucius. Even Shakespeare, however, was not immune (...a

mouse, a mouse, my kingdom for...).I thought Oh Vile Vial - two stanzas to flea control product -

was quite entertaining but not worth the $0.99. I must remember to use my  Prime freebie for this

sort of thing.

This book is full of well known sayings as retold by a cat. For example, "A penny saved is money

you should have spent on a cat toy." and "Purr softly and carry a fluffy tail."Also includes a cat's

"definitions" of both real words and made-up words.Very short and quick read, but not as cheesy as

I thought it would be. I did get several chuckles out of it.

I love cats, I have two indoor and one outdoor that I have taken care of for three years since it found

its way into our yard very thin and frail. Cats make me smile can bring me out of a down mood and

their purr is just pure love. This book is like the personalities of my cats in word form and it made

smile. I loved every part of it and I am sure that any person who adores cats will love this book.

Children will think it is funny as they try to put the cat sayings to the real ones. The Christmas song

was adorable. The part from "Mary Poppins" was one of my favorites and this will be something that

I share with grandkids when when I have them. So thank you for a wonderfully written cat

perspective on the world!



I found this book for free one day and, even though I'm not a fan of those cutesie cat pictures where

people have added captions in "cat speak" (to me it looks more like a very uneducated person or

someone who has just started learning English), I thought I would give it a chance. It's actually

pretty cute. It's a compilation of many quotes, some of which are famous, that have been cat-ized ...

and several of them made me laugh. It's a quick read and not too bad

Think outside the litter box, don't fight cats behind glass if they look suspiciously like you, enjoy

reading an ode to the monthly Vile Vial, smile through felinely mangled literary references, imagine

the experiments claws can perform with stray toilet-paper rolls, and more. If you like to catapult

catastrophic word definitions into catscradles of mystery, or if you just like cats, you'll enjoy the quite

sharp humor and feline philosophy of this neat collection. Don't miss the cats' Twelve Days of

Christmas at the end. Fun for all, especially cat-lovers.Disclosure: It was free. I loved it.

Amusing,serious,contemplative,loving,knowledgeable,far-sighted,realistic,thought-provoking,insightf

ul,respectful,and so much more. Only an experienced cat-lover could write such truths about the

creature "the cat" that I've all come to love & adore. The only thing better than reading this little

book, is actually living with a personality filled cat or better yet, several cats. They start out being

just cute to look at, then they progress to being fun to watch. Everyday holds a new treat for the

adventurous cat. It is a wonderful thing to wake to to one's cat gently biting one's nose because it's

time to eat.

This wise feline provides the reader with hilarious insights into a kitty's mind and actions. Cat lovers

are sure to see something of themselves and their cats in this delightful little book of wisdom from

Confucius Cat. I especially liked his "Pavlovian Response for Cats" and also how a tail makes a

perfect duster for a computer screen! Sounds familiar? Some of his definitions are also laugh out

loud funny. Get the book and enjoy some insights and some laughs.
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